Title: Growth and Empire
Year group - 3
Term -  3

Driving question
Is exploration good for all?

How does learning build on
prior understanding?
Other year groups and other
learning?
Year 2 - Around the world
(exploring)

Project overview
The aim of this project is to
develop a knowledge of how
the British Empire grew and
expanded and understand the
rich culture today, due to the
contribution of all the colonies
and invasion.

Hook
Designing and building a ship
to sail to other parts of the
world - British colonies

Text(s)

Maths overview

Blackbeard, Pirate of the
Caribbean (overcome the
monster - topic of empire,
pirate and slavery)
How to build a ship
(instruction text)
Guided reading - The Iron Man

Multiplication, Division,
Money, Charts (bar & tally),
Measurement, Fractions

Key Vocabulary
Growth, expansion, conquer,
invade, trade, barter, unify

Intended outcome
A news round about British
Empire

Resources
Wood, Rope, string, paper,
cardboard, sticky tape

Areas of learning
subjects
History, Geography,, Science,
Art, Drama, Music, Dance

Content
What will we learn?

Creativity
How will we show our learning
in different ways?

Ethos
How does the project embed
our values?

How will this project prepare
for future learning?

● How the British Empire was
built and how this affected
the whole world
● How varies resources
around the world are
sought after
● How sometimes expansion
can be bad
● How different
nations/colonies
contributed to the

● Making boats to sail the
oceans
● Creating a visual diary from
the empire and a news
round (green screen)
● Learning and performing
dances from different
countries
● Art from each part of the
colonies
● Maps, cartology

future knowledge
● Being respectful to others,
Understanding
their beliefs and cultures
Information
● Appreciating that everyone
is different
Link to class 5 ● Learning that to achieve
● Ruthless Romans
anything resilience is
Link to class 6 required
● National and local history

●
●
●

●
●

development of the British
empire and the vast culture
PE - Dance (traditional
dances from the British
colonies);
Music - learn and perform
sea shanties
Science - Force and
Magnets (also, floating and
sinking, water - including
the water cycle)
DT - building boats
Art - specific art from each
of the colonies

